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1. Introduction
Hide & Jack is a luxury fashion brand with an international market. Founded by two
brothers Alberto and Nicola Franceschi, inspired by the famous novel “The Strange Case
of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde” by R. Stevenson.

We want to take our brand beyond the internet nowadays. The Metaverse is the future in
which all companies will have to develop their business.

Being ready for a change is a goal we have set ourselves up for almost 10 years.

Having a Rabbit Jack will allow you to dress your avatar inside the Metaverse and have a
unique avatar.
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2. NFT Project
a. Scope

The purpose of HIDE and JACK's NFTs is to bring Italian style and creativity to the new
coming virtual worlds.

Connecting the real world with the metaverse, allowing users to use our NFT products
to receive benefits in the form of discounts or rewards is our prime idea. Wearing the
Hide and Jack world in cross platforms creating personal avatars is our dream.

The HIDE & JACK NFT project will allow those who own the o�cial NFT to “dress” it
initially in the Cardano blockchain metaverse.

We will work hard to open contacts with various Dev to develop interaction with
metaverses. Are team is scanning projects such as Pavia and Reach in a manner to
work out the possibility of VR reality interconnection, graphic engine matching and
mobile compatibility with Android and Apple devices. These features will give
importance and visibility to HIDE & JACK clothing, thus bringing virtual graphics closer
to reality, making unique and fashionable the wearing of a prestigious "MADE IN ITALY"
brand. Furthermore we will also try to enter the “Ready Player Me" ecosystem in order to
have greater compatibility with all future WEB 3.0 avatars.

To achieve these objectives, 5% of the royalties on sales will be put in a vault in order to
be ready to buy lands, estates and plots of various projects. As soon as possible, we will
open our virtual HIDE & JACK headquarter in order to create a virtual reference point in
the global fashion ecosystem. It will thus be possible to expand the NFT collection by
viewing them online and taking advantage of available discounts, as for benefits to
holders too.

In case of future chain bridges, if there is the possibility, we will also try to interoperate
with cross chain metaverses such as “The Sandbox” i.e., which at the moment is the
most important in the world scene.
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b.Pre Mint
We will produce a pre-mint NFT to be given to all of our early bird supporters. This
particular NFT will be produced before the first main minting event and will be pushed
toward those who have been early birds following us on our social channels and that will
help us produce content, until we are sold-out. These will be one of a kind indicating the
early bird status, and will be produced in the number of 240.

Having this particular NFT will give the user the possibility to enter a White List Discord
Club, have a 5 ADA discount on following mints and, more to all, a 5 minutes pre-entry
on all Hide & Jack future minting.

Royalty will be set to 60% for this particular NFT.

# Subject WHY Tier Rewards Royalty

240
Pre

Launch
NFT

Early Birds NO Tier

WL Club for all
future H&J
mints= Time and
price discount

60%
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c. Main Minting
Our first minting event will produce a number of 4500 NFTs from our men collection.
Afterwards we will evolve in future minting reflecting our various collections and will be
dressed by our rabbits. Every minting project will give 5 different Tiers divided in
Legendary, Epic, Rare, Uncommon and Common.

These NFTs will, first of all, give rewards in the form of discounts on the Hide & Jack
online store, legitimize the NFT owner wallet to the Points Accumulation Program (PAP)
system and, last but not least, give a part of dividends related to royalties.

# Subject WHY Tier Rewards Royalty

4500 Men NFT Main NFT Mint

Tier 1 (Legendary) = 45 (1%)
Tier 2 (Epic) = 225 (5%)
Tier 3 (Rare) = 675 (15%)
Tier 4 (Uncommon) = 1125 (25%)
Tier 5 (Common) = 2430 (54%)

Discount on
Shop, NFT
points, Royalties

5%
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d.Discount & rewards attribution
Main rewards and discounts will be applied immediately to Legendary, Epic and Rare
Tiers. View the attached table for reference.

Tier 1 (Legendary)

• One (1) pair of shoes to be sent to the owner of the wallet address. This is a
personal present given by Hide & Jack to celebrate the user that has
initially minted the legendary NFT and will be ONLY to him. Reselling the
NFT will give no rights to the new owner in receiving a new present.

• Discord Legendary Club Access.
• 30% Discount on Hide & Jack online shop.
• High PAP reward points.
• Possibility for Hide & Jack drops or pre-entry to online shop new

materials.

Tier 2 (Epic)

• 15% Discount on Hide and Jack online shop.
• Medium PAP reward points.

Tier 3 (Rare)

• 10% Discount on Hide and Jack online shop.
• Medium PAP reward points.

Tier 4 (Uncommon) and Tier 5 (Common)

• PAP reward points.
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Tier Initial Shop Discount Extra Rewards

Pre Launch 0%
WL Discord Club.

5 $ADA discount on main Mint.
5 Minutes entry on Mint.

1 30%

(ONLY Tier 1) #1 pair of shoes to be
sent w/ no shipping expense.

Discord Legendary Club Access.
High points reward per legendary

owned on Wallet (PAP).
Possibility for H&J drops or

pre-entry to online shop new
material.

2 15% Medium PAP reward.

3 10% PAP rewards.

4 0% PAP reward.

5 0% PAP rewards.
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e. (PAP) Point Accumulation Program
Each minted NFT entitles you to a certain number of points. The PAP program entitles
you to an extra discount on the Hide & Jack online store that can be added to the initial
reward given for Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3.

The maximum applicable discount will never exceed the value of 35% total, even if the
total sum of the held NFT points exceeds this percentage. The discount is available
once a month and is not cumulative

The threshold becomes payable when the indicated step is reached and not before this
case.

Tier PAP PAP TOTAL % Discount

Pre Launch 0 1000 35%

1 500 500 30%

2 250 250 15%

3 100 150 10%

4 50 100 5%

5 20
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f. Royalties Percentage Breakdown
In the future this project will payout, on a minimum basis of four (4) months and no more
than 10% as a maximum percentage, proportionally, in $ADA, part of the royalties
among users based on the PAP system held through the NFTs in their wallets. The
calculation will be divided through an algorithm for which, considering 100% of the
percentage made available by the DEVs, the distribution will be:

PAP # Royalties
returned

1000 40%

500 30%

250 15%

150 10%

100 5%

Here too, the threshold becomes payable when the indicated step is reached and not
before that.

Case Example

DEVS, considering the part of royalties to be used for the implementation of the
project, considering all payouts toward employees and working groups, locates 10% of
the amount to be divided by the NFT owner wallets.

$ADA 100.000 total amount royalties over four (4) months of which $ADA 10.000 (10%)
will be divided between the users.

• PAP 1000 (40%) = $ADA 4000 (to be divided evenly between all users on this level)
• PAP  500 (30%)  = $ADA 3000 (to be divided evenly between all users on this level)
• PAP  250 (15%)  = $ADA 1500 (to be divided evenly between all users on this level)
• PAP  150 (10%)  = $ADA 1000 (to be divided evenly between all users on this level)
• PAP  100 (05%) = $ADA 500 (to be divided evenly between all users on this level)
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3. Metaververse Elements
Hide&Jack will be the first Made in Italy fashion brand to land on the Metaverse of the
Cardano ecosystem. Through the NFT, each user will have the opportunity to dress up
the avatar with H&J branded products.

The Metaverse in question will be Ready Player Me, Pavia and Reach considering, then, a
multichain collaboration with Sandbox or Decentraland.

H&J’s NFT collections will be a first male and a second female, so as to reflect the
traditional e-commerce. After the mint phase of the 2 collections, H&J has as its
objective the opening of a "physical shop" inside the aforementioned Metaverse.

The opening of the store will allow users to access it to find new clothes and try them
real time with their avatar.

The clothes that can be worn on metaverse will be sweatshirts, t-shirts and shoes that
your NFT represents. The user has the possibility to have more NFT to make their avatar
more trendy and try more combinations and styles.
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4. Conclusion
Hide&Jack is expanding its horizons towards new markets to compete in a constantly
evolving industry.

The challenge of the new decade is to develop a new way of dealing with customers,
making them participate in terms of vision and mission.

The NFT collection, Rabbit Jack, wants to be a bridge between the concept of
metaverse and physical purchases in which, whoever owns the NFT will dress the
Hide&Jack brand in the goal and, simultaneously, access discounts and gifts in the
classic e-commerce store. The NFT will therefore not only be a collectible but, at the
same time, a fashion utility.
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